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NEH Rejects Women's Studies Development Grant
By

Lynn Travers

J. Bennett, Chair of the
Endowment for the
Humanities, has informed Kenyon
officials that the College's grant
proposal for faculty development in
support of its new Women's Studies
course has been rejected. The course
itself will still be taught, starting with
the 1983-8- 4 academic year.
William

National

Professor Cyrus Banning, head of
developed
both the Women's Studies course
and the grant proposal, said that the
group met yesterday to discuss future
plans; he described a "firm resolve to
teach the course, regardless. That
was never contingent on the grant."
Other members of that group are
Professors Kathryn Edwards and
Rita Kipp, Dean Margaret Town-senOpportunity
Equal
and
Coordinator Donna Scott.
the faculty group which

d,

Kipp explained that the purpose of
the grant proposal was "as much
as
course
faculty development
development." She said that two
of faculty seminars were
types
planned with the purpose of "in-

procedure
for
NEH. Standard
evaluation of a proposal would

creasing the pool of people interested
in and capable of teaching the
course." Two summer seminars were
to take place before and after the
first academic year in which the
Women's Studies course will be
taught, "bracketing the course."
Also, Kipp says, monthly meetings
"pegged to the readings for the
class" were scheduled to take place
over the course of the academic year.

Educational Services for the NEH, as
another part of the decision-makin- g
process was unusual for two reasons.
First, the amount asked for in the
grant ($50,000) was relatively small.
Normally Irish feels, the NEH would
not bother to visit for such a small
grant. Also, Irish was puzzled by the
fact that "We had a site visit from
the Director of the whole division.
Only one man in the Endowment
a
higher position than
holds

Provost Jerry Irish feels that
"given the enthusiasm of some
faculty members to carry on the
discussion of the new scholarship on
women, we should be able to have at
least some of the monthly meetings."
He added, "I think it will be possible

involve

a

four-memb-

site visit," Irish stated. "He asked
some factual questions which were
simply erroneous."
For example,

peer review

er

Ekman made inquiries regarding
faculty appointments in Women's
Studies; no mention of these was
made in the proposal, and none have
been planned for the future. Irish
added that in his questions, "Ekman
seemed much more concerned with
faculty politics involved in the grant
proposal than in the quality of the
proposal itself."

panel's assessment of the proposal.
Irish said that the visit made by

Richard

V
Provost Jerry Irish, who was
notified of the NEH's decision
Tuesday.

to do a great deal of what we intended. That's not to say it wouldn't
have been nice to have gotten the
$50,000," the amount requested
from the NEH.
Scott is concerned that "without
h
enough money, we can't get the
people in the field to come in
to work with our faculty"; the visits
of such outside consultants also was
part of the grant proposal. Edwards
adds, "Even without the money, the
discussion won't stop." She cited the
GLCA institute on Women's Studies
and outside speakers on women's
scholarship as being useful means
"to continue to raise the questions"
which Women's Studies address.
Irish went on to say, "I'm
disappointed that we didn't get the
money, and I'm puzzled." He said
that the proceedings were very
different for this proposal than they
had been in his past dealings with the

Ekman,

Director

of

Scott said that "Ekman was very
much interested in the whole political
here. I would have
situation
preferred that he had concentrated
on the proposal itself instead of the

Ekman."
"It was unusual, but not unheard
of," for Ekman to make a site visit

political climate."
Irish explained that he found
faculty
concern with
Ekman's
politics inappropriate because "the
sorts of issues that Ekman was
raising were none of his business.
The faculty had dealt with these
conclusively last
issues
rather
spring," when the faculty discussed
and voted on the issue of sending the
grant proposal to the NEH. Irish
emphasized that the Academic Policy
Committee unanimously passed the
proposal for the Women's studies
course and that the faculty approved
the grant proposal by a majority
vote.

for a proposal like Kenyon's, Kipp
feels. "His coming here was to help
him make a difficult decision." Irish

added, "They certainly wouldn't
make a site visit for a proposal that
wasn't any good."

top-notc-
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Dr. Tracy Schermer and Health Service Committee Chair Helen Pelecanos prepare
Week.

for Health Awareness

Test Your Health on Path
By Elizabeth Fried
and Lee Ann Tucker
College-GambiKenyon
The
Health Awareness Week will begin
this Saturday when middle path
becomes a center for testing and
areas. This
exhibits on health-relate- d
week's events are directed toward
er

both the faculty and students of
Kenyon, as well as the Gambier
community. The activities of Health
Week are student run and sponsored
College
Health
by the Kenyon
Service.
The free testing, demonstrations,
literature, and exhibits offered will
cover a large number of areas
represented by experts in these fields.
One area which may be of interest to
many Kenyon
students will be
represented by the American Lung

Association. This exhibit "Smoking-Why- ?
And How to Quit" will be
followed up at Kenyon this year by a
clinic to help people stop smoking.
The State highway patrol will give
a demonstration on "Alcohol Abuse
and Drug Safety" where they will
periodically
measure the level of
alcohol
in Dave
Culbertson, a
reporter from the Mt. Vernon News.
He will drink from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m. and be tested for drunkeness
with an intoxilizer during that
period.
The American Cancer Society will
present information on breast and
testicular cancers, which are common
among college students. Information
on family planning services and
contraception will also be offered by
the Kenyon College Health Service.

Students and community members
learn
about nutrition this
Saturday. Nutritionists from Knox
County Hospital will offer an exhibit

can

on "The Basic Four in Dieting
Tips." Information will also be
available on such eating disorders as
anorexia and bulmeria.
Many of the exhibits will center
around mental health, including the
area of "Stress and Stress
which will be
Management"
represented by the Kenyon Counseling Service. The Peer Counseling
Group will be on hand to give information about their program and
talk to those interested in it.
Free blood pressure testing and
glaucoma screening will be offered
this Saturday. The glaucoma
screening and information is
especially recommended for those
people over the age of thirty-fivThose free and painless testing
services will be given in the KC. The
Gambier Emergency Squad will
conduct testing for high and low
blood pressure. The Red Cross will
and inoffer a demonstration
formation about CPR and first aid.
This will be followed up by a CPR
course to be offered at Kenyon this
year. The Gambier Fire Department
will sponsor a fire safety exhibit
regarding student housing safety.
Throughout the week, information
will be offered and films and
presentations will take place at the
for more
See Newscope
KC.
information on these upcoming
events.
College
Health
The Kenyon
Service and the Kenyon College
Health Committee, a student run
organization, hope for a large turnout and stress that all Knox County
residents are welcome to attend this
week. In case of rain, all events,
including the testing, will be held in
Gund Commons.

i;

.

.

'Ekman seemed much more
concerned faculty politics involved in the grant proposal than
in the quality of the grant itself. '
Another source of puzzlement for
was the refusal of funding
despite the fact that "Ekman himself
said repeatedly that the program was
Kipp
very good and
reported that Ekman "told us many
times that the proposal was very,
very sound academically."
"Another puzzle is the sort of
questions the Director asked in his

Professor Harry Clor, whose
opposition to the Women's Studies
proposal was delineated in an article
in last spring's Gambier Journal,
declined to comment on the decision
of the NEH except to say, "No good
purpose could be served by reactivating the controversy about the

Irish

well-directe-

d."

continued on page six
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Aerial view of Charles Engle's farm shows some of the damage caused bv students in a
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drive Jeep

eel

Joyriders Damage Farmer's Cornfield

e.

By

Chris Romer

Five Kenyon students drove several
hundred yards through a corn field
just east of Gambier on Zion Road
late last Thursday night, Knox
County Sheriff's deputies reported.
The students took the joy ride in a
drive Jeep C-- J 5, driving
in and out of the field in at least two
places. The damage took place at
approximately 12:30 a.m., ending
abruptly when the vehicle hit a tree in
Charles Engle's cornfield.
The driver of the Jeep, Nicholas
Hare '84, says he had been drinking
Thursday night. He is charged with
reckless operation (of a vehicle) off
the roadway and is due to appear
before Judge Otho Eyster in Mount
Vernon Municipal Court tomorrow
morning.
The other occupants of the Jeep,
Frederick Ahlers '83, Robert Holmen
'83, Christopher Morley '83, and
four-whe-

el

Elizabeth Van Etten '84, have not
been charged with any violation.
They have all declined to comment
on the incident.
When contacted by the Collegian,
Hare said, "I didn't really go out and
plan on destroying a cornfield."
Hare explained that he had been with
friends at the Village Inn earlier
Thursday night, where he drank
no heavy drinking."
"four beers
He later picked up other friends
before going to the field on Zion
Road. "At the time (of the ride
through the field)," Hare said, "I'm
thinking, 'This is fun, I'm hitting
corn.' " Hare said that he feels he
lost his sense of better judgement.
Hare said, "I knew it (the
corn) wasn't harvested yet; I knew
they wait for it to dry out; I knew it
was ready to be picked." He explained that he called Engle to
apologize, adding "I'd like to make
it up to him fast."

Engle refused to comment on the
incident. He said yesterday that he
has spoken to Engle again, and that
the farmer told him he would not
press charges.

Deputy Robert Lyons of the
Sheriff's Department investigated the
incident after receiving a call from
Engle Friday morning. At about 9
a.m. Friday, Hare said, he went
down to the South parking lot to
check on his Jeep. There he encountered Deputy Lyons and Engle.
When asked to comment, Lyons
declined except to say "it's a civil
matter" in addition to a criminal
one. "It's up to Mr. Engle to pursue

it."
Thomas

Edwards, Dean of
Students, said that "the usual
position of the College (concerning
such incidents) is to wait until
matters pending have been resolved
in

court."
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From the front page of the Mount Vernon News on Friday: "Kenyon
College students driving an International Scout smashed (a) path
through a cornfield
The vehicle was driven in and out of the field
in three places. Deputies said the students drove several hundred
eventually stopping after the Scout hit a tree. The students
yards
had been drinking, a deputy said."
Another public relations coup for Kenyon College. With maximum
coverage guaranteed because of the extent and pointlessness of the
damage inflicted, five Kenyon students efficiently helped cement
relations between the College (that is, the students as well as the administration), and the surrounding communities.
The deed is done, however, so publicizing it is the only way to try to
avoid it in the future, however reluctant we all may be to malign our
fellow students. Just remember that they maligned themselves, us, and
the school, needlessly.
M.C.. B.K.
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Alcohol Policy Revisited
As requested by Mr. Jeff Bell in last week's Collegian, I would like to
take this opportunity to clarify my stand on the new IFC alcohol policy.
Before I explain myself, however, I would like to point out to Mr. Bell
that while clarification is one thing, using a simple misunderstanding to
undermine and degrade the entire newspaper and to cite various petty
arguments is quite another. Mr. Bell had asked me to explain my stand
to him about the new policy before he wrote the letter and he stated that
he understood my views and that he was going to write a letter to the
editor because "some clarification was needed."
The point that I was attempting to express is that the students who are
criticizing the new policy are wrong in their criticism. The "first
question" (why the crackdown now?) was the question raised by these
students. The "second question" (why should the policy not be
changed?) was raised by me in response to these students. My final
argument was simply that the policy should have been changed because
we had been acting illegally in the past, and for us to continue acting
illegally by serving mixed drinks to students under the age of 21 was not
justified because of tradition.
Further, I explained that, had the IFC tried to change the policy
without the new Ohio law being enacted, Mr. Bell and the rest of the
Council would probably have encountered more opposition than they
did this year. The new law gave IFC the chance to improve their policy
with a minimum of criticism from the student body.
The Collegian has recognized that "many of the old anti-frstereotypes and biases have changed as fraternities strive for improvement." We also recognize that
is a necessary
attitude for all of us to work and live together on the hill, and ask that
be allowed to prevail so that we can all work
this
together and stay in step with the direction of Kenyon College as a
liberal arts college in the highest sense of the word.
B.K.
at
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Tactics are Irrelevant
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To the Editors:
In the not so distant past I would
actually shudder when I learned that
the Collegian was writing an article
about a project or issue I happened
to be involved in. Imagine my delight
to read the last issue. Except for a
few minor errors (which, by the way,
folks, I have pointed out personally
to the editors, rather than publically
for the rest of us to drool over) the
article on the First Step was very well
done. The reporter, under careful
direction of his news editors, interviewed the people directly involved. How he condensed an hour
conversation into a two column
article as clearly and succinctly as he
did while getting most of the complex
facts straight is beyond me. More
importantly, the editors invited me to
examine the nearly completed work
to check over quotes, etc. Looking
over the whole paper, it is clearly laid
out, and all the front page articles
seem (in my humble opinion) to be
well edited, and
well written,
100
generally
better than last
spring.

,,.,

handled hs ihe
lionld he made

slleje. MuJeiu

I
prefer to assume that the
Collegian's reading audience is a
trifle more sophisticated than all of
this implies; I hope that one would
not use the same arguments and
persuasions for the students and staff
of this institution as for, for instance,
a National Enquirer audience. I
sorely hope that Kenyon students are
morally and intellectually developed
enough to be approached on the issue
of right and wrong, rather than
through an appeal to their most
primitive and base instincts.
Couldn't you have said, Mr. Klejka,
that killing is wrong because it is
wrong, not because it is messy and
painful?
Mr. Klejka has suggested that it is
necessary to use sensationalistic
arguments for persuasion because no
other method is sufficiently convincing. You may say this, but I for
one, Mr. Klejka, found your
primitive tactics so offensive that
they only made me angry, and far
less likely to listen to whatever it is
you have to say.

Sincerely,

Susan Hillenbrand. '85

Potshots

Sincerely,

Uncalled For

J. Morris Thorpe
Editor 's Note:
Concerning last week's article on
the First Step Peer Counseling
Program it should be noted that
Karen Edwards of the Kenyon
English department is a member of
the governing board instead of Ellen
Mankoff. In addition, the governing
board did not take part in the
training sessions mentioned in the
article. Only the twenty-twstudent
members participated in the sessions.
We apologize for the error.
o

At the risk of overplaying the issue, one more statement should be
made on the ongoing "argument" over the legality andor morality of
abortion. In a letter in this week's issue, a student complains about the
"primitive tactics," which she found "so offensive" that they made her
angry. It seems absurd that, in an issue as complicated and emotional as
this one, ground rules should be required in any fair debate. The fact
that Jim Klejka put forth the idea that a human fetus is and should be
considered a human being should not be dismissed as "sensationalism," which is below us "morally and intellectually developed"
students. Mr. Klejka's descriptions of the fetus were not in support of
the argument that killing "is messy and painful," as a careful reader
would note. The descriptions argued that the fetus is a human being,
while he took for granted that we all know that killing is wrong.
Citing the "sophistication" of the Collegian audience is not an acceptable reason for dismissing such arguments. There are many
students who would argue that a fetus is not a human being; such an
argument is pertinant to Mr. KJejka's article. Complaints about tactics,
unless the truth of the argument is questioned, are irrelevant in such an
important issue.
M.C.

Mike Cannizzaro, Brian Kearney

First Step
Article is
First Class

Sensationalism
is an Unfair
Tactic
To the Editors:
I feel compelled to respond to Jirr
Klejka's article, "Abortion is Still a
Brutal Act", not because I object tc

Mr. Klejka's stand against abortion,
but because I am disturbed by the
arguments he uses.
I object strongly to the tactics used
by the vast majority of
and I am particularly
offended by Mr. Klejka's use of
sensationalism. He states that "at the
age of 2 months the unborn swims in
the amniotic fluid and will grab an
instrument placed in the hand."
This, it seems to me, parallels the
arguments put out by
pamphlets that fetuses from very
young ages resemble the humans who
parent them; such literature is invariably accompanied by graphic
descriptions and photos of the tiny,
bloody feet and hands of aborted
babies, intended to horrify the reader
when he realizes that abortionists are
killing replicas of themselves. Are we
to assume that Collegian readers are
unable to believe without seeing,
incapable of making moral decisions
without gory descriptions for persuasion? If fetuses resembled nothing
more than indistinguishable masses
of cells, would it be any more acceptable to abort them?
The same fault lies in Mr. Klejka's
statement that "the unborn child
anti-abortionist- s,

anti-abortio-

surely

feels

.

.

.

pain".

n

Do

we

hesitate to kill solely because we are
reluctant to inflict pain? Do you
mean by this, Mr. Klejka, that if the
fetus did not feel pain it would be
acceptable to kill it?

To the Editors:
Last week's paper contained yet
another letter dumping on the

Collegian. Jeff Bell's letter, supposedly written in response to Brian
Kearney's
editorial
new
about
College alcohol policy, featured two
potshots at the Collegian that were
entirely uncalled for.
First Mr. Bel! questioned the
"direction and existence" of the
paper. To degrade the paper in such
d
an
manner is to degrade
every student who has ever worked
for it. A little more thought and
consideration is in order before
making a remark like that.
Then Mr. Bell flippantly commented that "the Collegian seems to
criticize
but never recommends
anything concrete." I challenge Mr.
Bell to look through the three years
worth of Collegians he says he read
and back up that remark with some
facts. Editorials, any high school
journalism teacher will tell you, can
serve
many purposes - they can
inform, amuse, question, recommend, or praise. Mr. Kearney's
editorial, it seems to me, fits the
latter category.
Although I will not presume to
respond to Mr. Bell for Mr. Kearney,
I feel compelled to object to his
unjustified, careless cheap shots at
the Collegian. When Mr. Bell comes
up with some suggestions to improve
the paper, he should write back, and
try to refrain from impertinent
remarks.
off-han-

Sincerely,

Martha Lorenz

Area Residents

Impressed
by ARC
To the Editor:
Those who used the Ernst Center
this weekend had occasion to witness
an impressive turnout
despite the
weather
for the
1982 Heart of Ohio Tour. More than
1,000 area residents and their
families
new
toured
our
less-than-perf-

ect

athletic recreation convocation

facilities Saturday and Sunday, and
all reports are that they were
genuinely impressed.

Making the visit even more
pleasant for them were the 12 student
guides who expertly discussed the
building's many facets, and related
aspects of Kenyon's proud athletic
tradition.
Karla Adler, Lisa
The students
Neuville,
Julie Entzeroth, Trish
Bill
Terrie Fournier,
Sanders,
Alderman, Joel Holmes, Robin
Peter
Muller, Mary Chalmers,
Fischelis, Becky Haupt and
provided
Bruce
Marguerite
genuine hospitality to 1,000 of our
valued neighbors. I thank them.
Sam Barone '72
Public Relations Director

P.S. I'd like to think the efforts of
these individuals offset the negative
impression on perhaps 20,000 readers
of Friday's and Saturday's Mount
Vernon News, but it is most unlikely.
The indiscretion shown by five
students, reportedly drinking, who
jeopardized their own lives, the lives
of other motorists and pedestrians,
and then ravaged a local farmer's
corn field, is disgusting. Sometimes I
wonder why we even attempt to
foster good public relations.

Banquet Can
Teach Us
About Past

To the Editors,
I am responding to two letters of
the last issue concerning the Medieval

Banquet.
I am concerned that one writer's
nine year old niece and the other
writer's parents were "knowingiy
subjected" to what were perhaps the
realities of Medieval life. The women
and men of Harcourt Parish may
have to go even farther off campus in
the future to find people willing to be

slashed, and degraded
for those of us who find it
amusing. After all, the whole purpose of the banquet is to show that,
after all these years, women are still
called
we have no
"wenches",
concern whatsoever for people as
human beings, and thankfully, the
"use of rape as a method of social
control" is available and used by us
here in our everyday lives. Afir
reading the two letters I sent in my
application for transfer to Bob Jones
University in order to protect myself
from this liberal arts society and all
its wickedness.
Both writers objected to the term
a term as dead in
"wenches,"
everyday use as Henry II. Yet when
poor Hank was alive I'm sure women
were abused and treated as second-clas- s
people;
were
"wenches"
pinched and responded with slaps
and saucy remarks. And when I go to
the library with my razor blade to cut
this offending term out of every
Medieval history book I can find, I
may by accident learn (is that what
we're here for?) what Medieval life
was like, although I shouldn't think
it would have as good an effect on me
as if I could participate in it.
Last year, I went to the banquet
thinking it was "just a good time."
Well, the folks at Harcourt really
blew it. Upon removing my
bathrobe and, while sobering
up, I actually began thinking about
what life was like back then. The
mood of the banquet got me asking
liberal-arts-typ- e
such
stupid
questions as: Is this all they did? Was
life so dark and dreery back then? If
women were treated like that back
then, how did we get to where we are
now regarding women's rights? Why
did human kind change? What was it
like to be a serf? A lord?
"Why do we need it?" Isn't it
possible that maybe we could learn
more about our past by doing
something in immitation of the past
sloshed,
merely

beer-staine- d

continued on page six
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Need
an 80's Perspective

Freeze-backer- s

By Doug Perry
In recent months, the nuclear
freeze movement has gained a lot of
momentum in the United States and

Western Europe. Advocates of the
freeze appear to be
nuclear
responding to the recent deployment
of Soviet missiles in Eastern Europe,
President Reagan's determination to
rebuild America's conventional and
nuclear forces, and the proposal to
place Pershing missiles in Western
Europe. As one side of the freeze
movement explains, the freeze would
be a first step in the process of
negotiations with the Soviet Union
for the reduction of nuclear arsenals.
The nuclear buildup is now out of
control, and unless a freeze is imand
immediately
plemented
negotiations begun for arms
reductions, then a miscalculation will
surely lead to the destruction of the
in

world.
This is a sobering thought, and
requires some consideration. The
first thing to keep in mind about
nuclear weapons is that they were
developed to be used in war; their use
as a political weapon only came later
as the Cold War developed. The first
atomic bombs were investments by
the American government to bring
World War II to a halt. The power
of nuclear weapons is real, and if
they are to be used as political
weapons, it should always be with the

realization that they are weapons of
war. Their use as a political weapon
becomes insignificant if the bluff is
called. If our leaders are to use
nuclear weapons as effective political
weapons, then they must at least
appear to be prepared to resort to
nuclear warfare.
Thus, at first glance, advocates of
the nuclear freeze are well justified in
their fear of a nuclear holocaust and
in their call for the immediate halt of
the nuclear buildup. But this is where
the question of means, not ends,
enters the picture. I do not think
anyone is in favor of world annihilation. The question is not
whether one is in favor of nuclear
war; the question is how does one
deal with the reality of nuclear
weapons?
The technology used to develop
nuclear weapons is a reality of the
modern world which is here to stay.
therefore
The technology exists,
nuclear weapons will always exist.
The threat of a nuclear war will not
go away. We cannot return to the

i

days before World War II; what we
must do is learn how to deal with a

world of nuclear weapons.
When the United States was the
only country to have "The Bomb,"
there was a movement to place
control of nuclear weapons under the
jurisdiction of the United Nations.
But, the U.N. was still in its infancy
and due to considerations of national
security, the United States never
sanctioned such a move. When the
Soviet
Union developed "The
for inconsiderations
Bomb,"
of nuclear
control
ternational
weapons ended. Since that time,
presidential administrations have
generally dealt with the Soviet Union
with the concept of negotiation from
a position of strength. As George
Kennan first proposed it to President
Truman, the United States should
adopt a policy of Soviet containment
that would modify Soviet behavior
meaningful
allow
for
and
negotiations. The history of the
nuclear arms buildup has proceeded
along similar lines. In principle, I am
in favor of a nuclear freeze, even
nuclear disarmament. But how does
one negotiatiate with the Soviet
Union once a unilateral freeze has
been implemented? How does such a
freeze deal with the reality of nuclear
weapons? What will be the incentive
for the Soviet Union to negotiate? I
am in agreement with Kennan when
he said that the Soviets will only
negotiate when they see that it is to
their advantage to negotiate. A
unilateral freeze provides no such
incentive.
A unilateral freeze will not solve
the problem of nuclear weapons. The
way to lessen the tensions arising
from the nuclear weapons buildup is
to negotiate a reduction. But the way
to negotiate an arms reduction is not
through a unilateral freeze, but by
demonstrating to the Soviet Union
that Americans still have the will to
The
adventurism.
Soviet
resist
Soviets would regard such a freeze
not as a first step, but as a demonstration of American weakness, and
this perception of American actions
could have catastrophic consequences. Should the Soviet Union
perceive American intentions to be
weak, there is no telling what moves
they may be willing to risk. Recent
events in Poland and Afghanistan
remind us of Soviet imperialist
policies. Does a freeze consider

L
Qjg li ti
American security interests? If these
interests are ignored, a nuclear freeze
would very likely lead to a very
serious Soviet miscalculation. The
United States must therefore show a
determination to meet the Soviet
even if it means building up
threat
if meaningful
nuclear forces

negotiations
are
to
occur.
Meaningful negotiations must also
include international controls to
verify that arms reductions are being
carried out. The freeze movement

a series of "test cases". These trials
were intended to intimidate other

"Must the citizen ever for a
moment or in the least degree, resign
his conscience to the legislator? Why
has every man a conscience then? I
think we should be men first and
subjects afterward. It is not desirable
to cultivate a respect for the law, so
Thoreau,
much as for the right."
Civil Disobedience

resisters into registering, to repress
further outspoken dissent, and to
show that the government "means
business". However, in my opinion,
these trials have been a mockery of
justice. Motions by defense lawyers
claiming selective prosecution and
thus an unfair trial, were summarily
thrown out by the judges, under
orders from the Justice Department.
The U.S. District Judge who presided
over the Sasway trial at times interrupted witnesses himself, waited
for the prosecution to object to the
testimony, and then sustained all
their objections. As the defendants
were prohibited from outlining their
rationale for noncompliance to the
jury, testimony was thus limited
strictly to the question of whether or
not the defendants had knowingly
failed to register. Since all three men
had publicly declared their opposition to registration, the outcome
of the trial was determined from the
beginning.
Naturally, convictions have been
obtained by the government in these
trials. Eller and Shumucker were
offered the option of registration in
lieu of sentencing; both have refused.
Perhaps the choice of these test cases
was unfortunate, for all three of

Three young men have recently
been convicted in Federal Court for
following their consciences. Benjamin Sasway, Enten Eller, and
Mark Shmucker, of Ohio, all

committed

an

act

of

civil

disobedience by refusing to comply
with the government's
edict to
register for the next war. The reasons
of the three men's noncompliance
vary, but they have in common their
outspoken
resistance. Schmucker,
for instance, wrote a letter, detailing
how his Mennonite religious con-

victions

prevented

him

from

registering, to the Selective Service,
which led to his selective prosecution.
System
The Selective
Service
(SSS), alarmed by the fact that at
least 700,000 men haye failaLto
register since cumpulsory registration
was
in 180, chose to
prosecute the three and two others in
re-institu-

ted
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not allow for a meaningful
of any nuclear
reductions treaty since there is no
provision for verifying that the
agreements are being carried out
faithfully.
I
conclude, therefore, that a
unilateral freeze is an unrealistic
approach to the problem of nuclear
arms buildup. It does not provide
any incentive for the Soviets to enter
into meaningful discussions and
could easily lead to a miscalculation
does

enforcement

i

?

of very serious consequences. I am,
however, in complete accord with the
ends of nuclear arms reductions. The
means to achieve meaningful
negotiations is by showing the Soviet
Union that it is in their own best
interest to talk. The Soviets are tough
negotiators; as such, we must be
tough negotiators. Unless we have
the means to negotiate from a
position of strength, any nuclear
arms reduction talks will prove to be
fruitless.

Women Should Let Their Actions Speak
Lepard
Last year Alan Alda and Gloria
Steinem came to Kenyon College
presenting lectures which stressed the
importance of the Equal Rights
Amendment and how we must fight
to support it. Phyllis Schlafly spoke
at Mt. Vernon Nazarene College to
audience. She
an ERA button-cla- d
naturally was speaking about reasons
why the Equal Rights Amendment
should not be passed. In June the
ERA failed to get enough states to
ratify it so that it would be presented
to the federal government. It cannot
be so easily assumed, however, that
since the ERA did not pass, our
society is destined to chauvanism.
By Amy

Resistors' Prosecution Is Selective
By Kim Geiger

C

these young men have extremely firm
convictions and came from their

trials looking rather honorable.
True, they broke a law, one that they
considered to be unjust, and they are
fully prepared to go to jail rather
than disobey the dictates of their
consciences. But the government
cannot put 700,000 or more people in
jail.
Possibly with this fact in mind, the
SSS has begun a more insidious
process within the government itself
Briefly,
to ferret out
having obtained the Social Security
numbers of registrants, the SSS
compiled a list of the remaining
numbers and names of 2 year old
men. This list is now being run
through Internal Revenue Service
computers to match names to current
addresses and other "pertinent"
information. This is a blatant invasion of privacy; IRS files are
supposed to be kept sacrosanct, even
from other government departments.
And finally, this list is to be turned
over to the Department of
g
Education, for
against recipients of and applicants
for Federal (and eventually state)
financial aid, the plan being to force
needy
to either
register or give up their educations.
non-registran-

ts.

1
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cross-checkin-

non-registra-

nts
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Gloria Steinem is still helping to lead
way
for women's rights.
the
According to a speech given this past
Friday in Ann Arbor she believes that
women have to keep on fighting if
they are to reach that state of
equality so desperately strived for. It
is not clear that she recognizes what
the equal rights movement has
already done to our society. Phyllis
Schlafly is fighting against these
changes that are taking place due to
the many different stresses placed on
individuals by this movement. While
she spoke in Mt. Vernon last year she
did announce that she was not there
to speak on the ERA but rather on
the effects of the changing role of
women in our society.
The main effect Schlafly is concerned about is the breaking up of
the family. It should be recognized
that while most women in college
today are open to opportunities of all
kinds and are raised with ambitions
of having a career, their parents were
raised in a society where the common
aspiration was to marry and be a
good mother and wife. Some women
did venture into the career world and
they faced the hardships of being a
minority among a
working class. Overall society was
geared towards men being the money
earners while the women stayed
home and raised kids. Then the
women's movement came along and
these women who may have been
happy with their family got the
feeling that they were not fulfilling
their life unless they went out and
found a career. Many women left
their home responsibilities in search
of a career. It is obvious that having
a family is one's own decision and a
certain amount of responsibility must
follow this decision. The men do
a role in this too, but they were in the
same culture shock as the women.
Everything that these people were
taught since childhood was being
attacked. Now many women believe
that a family and a career is the only
way to fulfillment. This is where
there are problems that will only
injure our society more than help it.
The effects of sending children to day
care centers and babysitters are
male-dominat- ed

py

unlikely to be very good ones. The
family is losing its unity and it is one
of the last united things left in
society. The problems with this
career and family are not easily
solved but rather responsibility on
both men and women's part should
be considered more thoroughly when
embarking into a career and a family.
This is one of Phyllis Schlafly's
complaints, she believes that raising a
family is a full time job.
The changes in the work force are
expanding gradually. The Equal
Rights Amendment was not going to
help women get jobs. It is already
illegal
for an employer to
discriminate against women equally
qualified with men, and this law
could not change opinions. It will
still be up to the employers own
preference as to whom he hires. In
today's economy most companies are
hiring the best qualified people they
can find. It is not economical for
them to discriminate, but when a
man and a woman are equally
qualified, the employers will choose
whomever they think they can work
best with and will benefit them the
most. Women are really only going
to get equal treatment when they
prove that they are equal. Things are
harder for women now, just as things
are harder for the new kid in town,
and yet women are proving themselves rapidly and the results are
showing. So while some women are
giving lectures about how we must be
outrageous, others are actually out
there doing it. It is the women who
fighting
working
and
are
discrimination from their bosses or
their employees that are actually the
changing force in women's roles in
society, Before long, women will be
just as prominent as men in the
business world and this change will
come about because they were the
first few brave women who entered
the workforce and proved they were
capable. There will probably always
be those who will campaign year
after year to get laws to change
things, but laws are not going to
change people's feelings or beliefs.
Only positive action can change
opinions.
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Experience the Silent Music and Self Expression of Mime Concerts
--

By Julie Goldblatt

When Kenyon students see Gregg
Goldston perform Saturday night in
Hill Theater, they will see that
"mime is music to the eye. It's silent
music." Goldston's goal is to try and
make people realize how vast and
by
is,
mime
encompassing
demonstrating throughout his
performance all the things mime
does. He knows how few people have
been exposed to mime, and that the
number of those who have seen pure
mime is even smaller. Many people
have seen street mimes, or the mime
on the gum commercial who juggles
and talks, and do not realize that
mime is yet another form of art,
Gregg
creativity, and
views his show as a vehicle to both
entertain and instruct, and the
Goldston School for Mimes is part of
his effort to improve both the quality
and quantity of mime.
Gregg was involved with sculpture
and the visual arts when he attended
a performance given by Marcel
Marceau, and suddenly "really
self-expressi-

Goldston Mime Foundation, of
which Gregg is the artistic director.
By the age of twenty-fiv- e
he had

understood how powerful mime
was." He signed up to study under
Richmond Shepard at eighteen, in
California, and eventually moved to

received

choreography

two

artist-in-residenc-

on.

Mime

artist-in-residen-

Gregg Goldston.

ce

Salt Lake City, Utah, where he
formed the Rocky Mountain Mime
Alliance. This group became the

fellowships
from the National
Endowment of the Arts, then opened
d
a
school of mime in Salt
year-roun-
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Joseph Andrews

higher officials, Hitler in his diapers,

and rare footage of the
conspiracy trials of 1944.

anti-Hitl-

Casino Royale

er

Casino Royale. Written by Ian
Fleming. Directed by John Huston.
Starring David Niven, Peter Sellers
and others too numerous to mention.
in
Released
1967. 130 minutes.
Wednesday, October 20.
This little number resembles its
parent
in
no way
whatsoever. The movie centers
around the
of Sir
James Bond (David Niven) to smash
arch-rivSMERSH. There are more
Bonds in this movie than in the
previous pictures combined. Joining
Sir James are his neurotic nephew
Jimmy (Woody Allen), his impersonator (Peter Sellers) who beats
SMERSH's number one man, Le
Chiffre (Orson Welles) at the baccarat table and Mata Hari Bond
(Joanna Pettet), the illegitimate
daughter of Sir James and Mata
Hari, if you choose to buy that line.
The showdown between spy
organizations takes place at the
casino. Welles is blown up after
losing SMERSH'S money. Little
Jimmy (who has betrayed his family
and country) has been fed a
b
capsule and will also blow up
along with the rest of the movie on
the 500th belch
but not before the
Keystone Kops, the U.S. Cavalry and
the Indians have their fun. The end
shows
the Bonds ascending to
heaven, except for Jimmy, who
descends. An insane spoof, Seller's
portrayal of Napoleon and Allen's
speech on the right of free dental care
for all add to the craziness of the
film.
M.K.

Joseph Andrews. Directed by Tony
Richardson. Starring Peter Firth,
Ann-Margar-

et.

Released in 1978.

The film takes place in early
eighteenth century England, where a
blond-haire- d
boy named Joseph
Andrews (Peter Firth) is growing up,
surrounded by highborns who have
less sense than animals in a courtyard. Among them is a Lady Booby
(Ann Margaret), a social upstart who
only intensifies Joseph's sexually
accident-pron- e
experiences. The
country parson is a verbally bumbling man who annoys the village
every Sunday with church bells, and
Lady Booby's servant Mrs. Slipslop
talks about "etiqwette" and
"allure". The doctor (John Gielgud)
makes mistakes like trying to treat a
corpse. The general squalor and the
hopelessness of the class system are
apparent, but all the problems seem
to melt away when Joseph marries
Fanny, a local girl seen throughout
the picture
even the widowed Lady
Booby is seen to have a new friend
during the exchange of Joseph's and
Fanny's vows.
M.K.

Mein Kampf
Kampf. Edited by Erwin
117
in
1960.
Lerser. Released
minutes.
Mein Kampf is a collage of
newsreels and stills of the Third
Reich. It is probably most famous
for its scenes shot by an S.S. man in
the Warsaw ghetto which depict
underfed children begging for food,
undernourished Jews, and death,
which was ever present in that hell
hole. The S.S. man did not miss a
detail when he shot scenes of the
corps crew doing their duty in the
allies of Warsaw.
On a lighter note, there are some
interesting scenes of the pre-wera
of Hitler kissing the buttocks of
Mein

e,

year-roun-
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Lake. In 1979 Gregg started touring.
He toured the western states extensively, and is now beginning to
move into the eastern states. The
Ohio State Arts Council encouraged
Gregg to move his base of operations
to Ohio, and in 1981, its second year,
the summer workshop program
founded in Salt Lake moved to
Gambier. Gregg is now an affiliate
artist with the Kenyon Festival
and as an
Theatre,
cond
has a
nection with Kenyon College and the
town of Gambier.
Modern mime is only forty to fifty
years old, and its purpose is "to
convey an attitude, which most
people do through speech"; to
communicate by moving to and
meshing with an audience. Gregg
Goldston's shows are made up of
"plays". These short scenes that
explore the nature of people. He
explains that he has one play called
"Sports Illustrated", "in which I
play about twenty different sports
and about thirty to forty different
all
people playing all those sports
by myself." One of the great things
about mime for Gregg is how he can
be his whole company. He can just
flip around and be someone else.
Mime is also exciting because there is
no set on the stage: "When a mime is
on stage you know that one second
he's on stage, and the next second
there are mountains on the stage, and
in the next second he's flying through
the air."
To make all this seem easy requires
dedication and apcontinuous
plication. Before a show Gregg will
put in two or three hours a day, every
day, and he welcomes the total
concentration on mime that occurs
during the summer school, which is
beginning its fourth season. Gregg
feels "there are no summer
workshops that just teach mime
anymore." He himself had searched
for a school that covered it all: what
to do, how to write "plays", how to
construct a show, what goes into a
and decided he had to begin
tour
such a school if he wanted to pass on
this knowledge. With an enrollment

The Man Who
Knew Too Much
The Man Who Knew Too Much.
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock.
Starring Leslie Banks and Peter
Lorre. Released in 1934. 84 minutes.
named
An English family
Lawrence is staying at a resort when
a gunman shoots an acquaintance,
who tells Mr. Lawrence (Leslie
Banks) to relay a hidden coded
message
to the British Foreign
Office. Lawrence's child is kidnapped before he delivers
the
message, and he is told his daughter
is safe so long as he keeps quiet. They
return to London, and instead of
sitting back and waiting Lawrence
and a friend do some sleuthing
and are captured by the kidnappers,
a band of anarchists bent on
assassinating a foreign diplomat. The
melodramatic climax takes place in
the Royal Albert Hall, where the
diplomat is to be shot; Mrs.
Lawrence is present but afraid to give
the warning for fear that doing so
will cause her daughter's murder.
The film has many wonderfully
tense moments, due to Hitchcock's
usual directing excellence. In one of
his earliest
roles, Peter Lorre's
portrayal of the anarchist leader
combines some horrifying emotions
with his sinister face, adding to the
excitement of the picture.
M.K.
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summer

school,

because

th;'

familiarity with an audience and th;
degree of ease before them increase
with time. Gregg knows what
difference five of ten years will mak:
in his performing, and believes tha
Marcel Marceau's excellence largel;
derives from his degree of comfon
with the stage. Gregg says, "I real!;,
do want to tour all the way unt
sixty," to be able to show peop!:
something they've never really see:
before. He receives great suppor.
from the Kenyon Festival Theatre
and the Ohio Arts Council, and feeL
that after his performance th;
Kenyon community will be more ab!:
mime, "and to un
to appreciate
,
,
.
aerstana wnat a mime artist- residence is." Gregg believes colleg;
audiences are the best because
students can really pick up on all th;
subtleties and nuances of his pe;
formance. Gregg Goldston
dedicated to his art, and hope
Saturday's audience will join thos;
who have seen him perform, an
"will become mime lovers all their
lives."
a
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Help Comes to Kenyon
Bv Andrew K. Smith
The Clash's North American
Invasion Tour at Kenyon? According
to Ross Rylance, the College may
soon be attracting bands of this
stature.

Rylance, an arts and entertainment
major from Columbia College in
Chicago, was greatly responsible for
arranging the Southside Johnny and
the Asbury Jukes concert scheduled
for November sixth. According to
Thomas Hedge of the Social Board
Rylance's experience in the entertainment field saved the Board
months of work and a great deal of
money. "He's been an amazing

advisor," said Hedge, "and h.
contacts with the William Morrt
agency enabled us to get the concent
about a month."
A special
one year studem,
Rylance has had extensive experienc;
in entertainment. He has served a'
intern with Prestige Artists
Festivals, Inc., and the Lyric Open
Company of Chicago. In 1978, h;
toured with Eric Clapton, Jacksor'
Browne, and Yes, and the followini
year worked at the Chicagofest are
festival with such acts as Areth;
Franklin,
Willie
Nelson, Alicj
Cooper, Ambrosia, Ben Vereen, ant
Chicago. From 1980 to 1981 he was
continued on page

six

KASUAL
KORNER
Latest in Fashion

WADDY'S
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limited to fifteen, the intent1
program is for those adults who ai:
seriously considering a career jj
mime. The two week session does nc
require prior mime experience, ju;
the dedication to study up to twelv
hours a day. The following fou:
week session is for those who hav
done mime, or completed the twq
week session. In addition to it
emphasis on career preparatior
students learn the other skills neede;
for mime. Yet Gregg stresses th?
while his instructors teach dance, d
acting, because these are irnportair
to mime, "they teach the actW
principles developed by the sansT
man who taught Marceau", arc
students learn dance from expert;
like Nick Johnson, who understand!
exactly how dance fits into mime. A
the end of six weeks students are full
capable of teaching others, whic;
helps increase the number of wet-L
trained mimes in the country.
When asked of his plans for th;
future, Gregg said he'd like "to tou:
most of the year and always do th;
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KCDC Season to Begin

Worth the Wait
painting icons, then left Crete for
Venice and Rome. It was in Italy that
he received his nickname El Greco,
"The Greek." It was also in Italy
that he took on in his work Italian
Renaissance realism and color. But
this was not the El Greco we are most
familiar with. El Greco made his
final move to Toledo, Spain, and
there his work took on the individuality that it is known for.

By Emily Burke

the ninth of
Last Saturday,
October, I was one of about fifty
members of the Kenyon and Gambier
community who travelled by bus to
the Toledo Tuseum of Art for the El
Greco Exhibition. During the ride to
Toledo, we spoke in quiet tones, as
subdued as the drizzly, muted colors
we passed in the harvested Ohio
farmland. Some of us read for
religion classes, others for biology,
e
looked calmly out
and my
the window and slipped in and out of
oblivion. I smiled at her, wondering
what I was to expect of this man El
Greco, wondering also what those
two happy little brothers in the back
seat were giggling about.
We arrived at Toledo after two and
a half hours on the road, and an
enormous sign on an oil holding tank
greeted us as we entered the city.

What I was most struck by were El
Greco's portraits of Toledo citizens.
They seemed at once ethereal, yet
very much of this earth. He painted
them in dark colors that somehow
heightened the nobility of these
upright, calm souls. The subiects
vibrated with life. They were real
people, who lived.

seat-mat-

"Welcome to the Port of Toledo,"

By

o
found the portrait Fray
Felix
Paravincino
most
beautiful of all. This young priest,
royal preacher to Philip II of Spain,
seemed about to speak to me. He sat
in his chair holding a leather-boun- d
volume loosely, as if he had been
caught for a moment in quiet
thought.

I

it

called out to us. A ship lay in dock,
and the colors of Spain flew from her
prow. Appropriate, I thought, for El
Greco.
Once inside, I was glad I had
waited the two hours. I peered with
interest at El Greco's teary-eye- d
Mary Magdalens (why was she
blonde?), and his Purification of the
Temple depicting Christ throwing
out the moneychangers. His Marys
and Saint Annes seemed ever watchful, ever sad. All his saints were
long, noble men grey in mien but
bright in thought. Christ himself was
beautiful in death, and endowed with
g
the color of
life, in Christ
on the Cross with Landscape,
painted around 1605.

"Wonderful,

wonderful."

"Amazing. The colors are so great."

Out I stepped, into the twentieth
century. I braved the damp winds
and damp steps outside, and huddled
with my friends. They all like
something specific about El Greco's
works too, but none were so entranced by the young priest as I was.
No matter. The point is that El Greco
spoke to us through centuries; his
messages remain clear.

ever-lastin-

Instead of following the realism
current in his day, El Greco hoped to
bring spirituality back into painting
by elongating his figures and by using
colors not often seen in nature. Thus
his religious
figures are long and
slender
and often in difficult
postures. His portraits reflect the
severity and grace of Spanish nobles
by their dark colors.
El Greco, the brochure told us,
was born Domenikos Theotoko-pouloon the island of Crete, in
1541. He began his career as an artist

The Sweet Shoppe
"The best chocolates in town
7

After another successful season of
the Kenyon
Festival Theater, the
Kenyon College Dramatic Club is in
full swing once again. KCDC's first
production of the year will be
Scapino, a play by Frank Dunlop and
Jim Dale. Scapino is a slapstick
comedy spiced with song, dance and
costumes, "right out of the pages of
Vogue Italiana."
Scapino is the story of two young
Italian men, Leandro (played by
Alfred Nadaffand Ottairo (played by
Michael McDonnell), who fall in love
with two gypsy women, Zerbinetta
and Geronte, played by Julie Curtis
and Julia Lord. These romances begin
while the boys' fathers are away. The
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I tore myself away from those eyes
and drifted past people I knew.
"What do you think?" we asked
each other.

"
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The Kenyon College Department
of Music will present a Faculty
Chamber Music Recital on Sunday,
October 17 at 3:30 p.m. in Rosse Hall
Auditorium on the Kenyon College
Campus. Featured in the recital will
be Robert Titus, clarinet; Janet
Slack,
bassoon; Lucinda Breed
cello;
and
Viscount
Swatsler,
Thurston, piano. The program will
include two major works, both trios
for clarinet, cello and piano:
Beethoven's Trio in
Major,
Opus 11 and Brahms' Trio in A
Minor, Op. 14. Other works on the
program are "Four Pieces for
Bassoon and Violoncello" by Paul
Hindemith and "Five Pieces for
Clarinet and Bassoon" by Homer
Keller. Robert Titus is instructor of
clarinet at Kenyon College. He is
emeritus professor of clarinet at Ohio
State University and a member of the
Pro Musica Chamber Orchestra of
Columbus.

1
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Lucinda Breed Swatsler is instructor of cello and chamber music
at Kenyon College, and also teaches
at Capital University. She is principal
cellist in the Pro Musica Chamber
Orchestra of Columbus and is a
member of the Columbus Symphony. Janet Slack is instructor of
chamber music at Kenyon College,
and is a member of the Pro Musica
Chamber Orchestra of Columbus.
Viscount Thurston is instructor of
piano at Kenyon College. He is a
candidate for the Doctor of Musical
Arts degree at O.S.U. Sunday's
recital is open to the public without
charge.

lid.

For Lingerie's Best
National Brands
Personal Attention
1st Floor

The Human Switchboard and Kenyon's own Spoilers will perform
this Friday night in Upper Dempsey as part of a party that is being
by the Social Board and IFC. Beer will be served to those
who are of legal age and show an ID. The cost of this event and
unlimited beer is $ .00.
Upper Dempsey will open at 8:30 p.m. with taped music. The
Spoilers will then take the stage at 9:30, followed by Human Switchboard at 10:30. Shown above, the Human Switchboard is a nationally
known innovative rock group and has recently released a new EP
record.
co-sponso-

October 15th

"Everything in Sports"
Athletic Wear, Equipment, Shoes
133.S. Main St., Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Hunting & Fishing Shop
117 S. Main St., Mt. Vernon, Ohio

NOW OPEN
AT 122 SOUTH MAIN ST

SALE
thru

MAVIS
SPORTING GOODS

23rd
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IN MOUNT VERNON.
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Chamber Music
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fathers return and inform their sons

Under the direction of Thomas S.
Turgeon,
chair of the Drama
Department, and produced by seniors
Bobbi
Hamman and Chris dos
Remedios, the production will run
from Thursday, October 21, to
Saturday, October 23. All performances are at 8:oo p.m. Tickets
can now be obtained through the
Bolton Theater Box Office. For more
information, call
that they have chosen the women for
them to marry. The young men are
now in quite a predicament and
depend on their mentors, Scapino
(played
by
Jon Tazewell)
and
Sylvestio (played by Doug Dowd) to
outwit their fathers. The mentors use
their cunning minds and sly tricks to
allow Leandro and Ottairo to have
their way.

HSB Rocks the Hill Friday

Also available at the deli
Deli

s,

Anne Fox

Ef.lLY

M.iriin

Gordon

Mount
Venn m

- Saturday 9:30-5:0Hours:
Fridays
8:00
Monday

0

till

216

South Main Street

391-73-

56
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Featuring Womens Fashion Clothing
Este Lauder and Clinique Skin Treatment
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continued from page two
than merely cramming it in before a
Medieval test at 3:30 a.m. Maybe we

could learn about what is hidden
beneath our 20th century veneer by
observing our actions and those of
our friends through transporting
ourselves, as much as possible, into
the past. We need it as another
opportunity to study ourselves, how
we relate to the past, and, learning
from the experience of actually
seeing people stomped and degraded,
how we may be able to adjust our
future, or adjust to our future. And,
I point out that the banquet was
intended to show what Medieval life
was like, not how our life is here at
Kenyon.
We are still left with the relatives
who came unsuspectingly to the
banquet. (And, in spite of my sarcasm, I am truly concerned about
their being hurt or offended.)
Perhaps we could make a few
concrete suggestions. For example,
maybe we should restrict admission
in the future to Parish members and
upperclassmen who are aware of
what the banquet is about. Failing
that, each ticket holder could be
given a sheet of paper with a vivid
description of the proceedings, along
with some of the meanings behind it.
In addition to wenches and stewards,
we could also have Medieval type
bouncers (I don't know what they
were called; someone cut it out of my
book) who would remove overly
zealous participants (not to mention
fingers, toes, heads, etc. . .) from the
hall. Heck, I just realized that these
suggestions and others need work;
meetings, typing, refinement, and
planning. It would be far easier to
close down this "offensive tradition"
than to take a good look at it and try
to improve it. I am personally offended that, after spending some
trying to strengthen our
time
community government to a point
where such drastic actions can be
talked about by a somewhat
representative group, that such
activities as the Medieval banquet
can be disolved by the opinion of a
vocal minority without the consent or
responding opinions of others, and I
join myself in "conveying this
message to the College and to the
sponsors of the Banquet."
Finally, some praise and admiration should be directed toward
both Harcourt Parish and its leader,
Reverend Lincoln Stelk. Besides
being concerned with the spiritual
g
of 1,400 or so not always
deserving students (such as myself)
and the concerns of many others in
this community, Reverend Stelk has
gone out of his way to explore such
things as community and world
hunger; last year holding such events
as the Conference on World Hunger.
It is wonderful that we have in our
midst a person who is not only
concerned with things in our world
that hardly touch us in Gambier, but
a person who has the creativity and
imagination needed for such things
well-bein-

services

as special
with outside speakers and, dare
student-oriente- d

I

say,

the wonderful educational opportunities of the Medieval Banquet.
Funny how we only see letters about
the latter?
Sincerely,
J. Morris Thorpe

You have personally insulted me.

and last weekend a wheelchair lift
was installed on the stairs of Bexley
Hall.
I think we can all take some
satisfaction in the fact that the art
program of the college is now accessible. It's a beginning.

Not for reasons of personal vanity,
but solely for the purpose of refuting
your claim, do I mention that I was

Robert

Traditional
Banquet
Should be Kept
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Respectfully submitted,

To the Editors:
This is a letter in response to the
objections made toward the Medieval
Banquet in last week's Collegian.
This year's Banquet was indeed
rowdier than Banquets in previous
years. But it is the enthusiasm of the
festivities which we remember. The
Banquet is conducted in the fashion
of the times, and wenches are

ceo
hod

Memorial Scholarship for ethics and
integrity in journalism in May in
Cincinnati.
It is likely you have raised other
writers' hackles besides mine, and I
thank Martha Lorenz for putting you
in your place with her reply. In
closing I can only say that it is
journalistically
your
fortunate
inaccurate overgeneralization appeared in a letter, not in an article.
You owe the conscientious and able
Collegian staff an apology. I hope
you are big enough to offer same.

Gregory Spaid
Assistant Professor of Art

p.m.
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KA YA on Sat. the 16th at 5:00

THE HUMAN SWITCHBOARD on Tues. the 19th at 8:00

Lisa A. Mesaros '83

Confusion Expressed Over NEH Refusal
continued from page one

proposal. We know that foundations
accept and reject proposals for a
variety of reasons. We are in no
position to know the reason why this
one was rejected."
Of the effects of continuing opposition on the part of some faculty
members to Women's Studies, Kipp
said, "The fact that there were so
many faculty here against it certainly
did not help our positon any, and the
comments they made while Ekman
was on campus certainly hurt us a
great deal." She added, "I think he
knew before he got here that the
proposal was controversial; we had
never tried to hide that."
In Ekman's final discussions with
Irish and Associate Provost Joan
reported, the
Irish
Straumanis,
Director implied that the "fundir.g

prepared for pinching, flirting and
being a bit crude all in good fun.
We think it far too extreme to do
away with such a traditional occasion
unique only at Kenyon College.
Respectfully yours,
Gail Cleveland, Head Wench
Edith de Vegvar, Wench

Letter to Editor
was Disgusting
Dear Editor:
I would like to respond to the letter
written by Bob Doherty '84 in which
he corrected a sportswriter's
coverage of a football game.
As evervone knows, if there is an
inaccuracy in a Collegian article (they
are few), those concerned (or any
readers) are welcome to submit a
correction. The Collegian invariably
swiftly corrects any error.
However, Mr. Doherty, I am
frankly disgusted and outraged at

gratuitous,

the

awarded

Sincerely,

your

lu!

HON
8-3- 0

unnecessary,

ridicule of the rest of the
of the newspaper.
departments
It is one thing to correct properly a
and quite
error,
sportswriter's
another to extend vicious, con- temptuous remarks to the other
writers. And as a former Collegian
contributor, you appear even more
brazen and obnoxious.
sniveling

Kenyon:

might be forthcoming if we changed
a few things in the proposal" and
made suggestions as to the nature of
such changes. "Since they were

substantive changes in the proposal,
to follow them would have been to
compromise the faculty's authority
to determine such things. We
wouldn't make the changes without
going back to the faculty for approval," Irish added.
When asked if the proposal may
have been turned down due to
changes in NEH guidelines made by
the Reagan Administration, Irish
replied, "that sort of thing is always
hard to assess." He pointed out,
however, that the proposal was
submitted while the guidelines from
the previous Administration were
still in force; also, Ekman claimed
while on campus that Women's

A

Studies were viewed by the NtH as
"an approved academic concern."
Edwards believes, though, that the
NEH's decision here is a sign of its
"supporting Reagan Administration
policies."
After his visit, Ekman made a
recommendation to the NEH chair
Bennett that Kenyon not receive
Bennett weighed this
funding.
evaluation along with those of the
peer review panel's members, before
arriving at his decision not to grant
funding. The Provost has requested
the written evaluations which were
submitted to the NEH; this is a
normal procedure.
Dr. Irish seemed to sum up the
feelings of many when he said of
Ekman, "His visit, his questions,
and his recommendations all puzzle

us."

Concert Showplace?

continued from page four

something big. "Last year the
Michael Stanley Band brought
concerts back to Kenyon," said
Rylance. "This show will be the first
where we can be highly successful."!
He hopes that Social Board will be
able to have two more major concerts
this year. He stated that he'd "like to.
see a new wave act perform in
February, and a pop act at Summer
Send-Of- f
in May." He said that the
and Jimmy Buffett were
f
"possibilities."
At present, the greatest difficulty
in getting bands to come to the
College, says Rylance, is having tc
contact them before the national,
promoters do. Once Kenyon
establishes a name as a successful
concert showplace, he said, the bands
will contact the College themselves
In the meantime, the Social Board
must be careful to book concerts that
will be successful. Rylance feels
Southside is sure to be well received,
big-tim-

Assistant Stage Manager of the Main
Stage at the festival, where he made
many contacts in the industry.
Rylance, who is staying with his
Prof. Kirk R. Emmert,
did not come to Kenyon intending to
become involved with the Social
Board, but offered his services after
learning of the organization's needs.
"I wanted to go to a liberal arts
college for a year before entering the
He
chose
field."
entertainment
Kenyon because of its emphasis on
writing skills.
step-fathe- r,

B-5-

What is Kenyon's potential as a
concert center? Rylance sees the
Southside concert as the start of

v
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INSTITUTIONAL
FOODS?
GIVE US
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Middle Pat h

MON. &THUR.
ARE
MEXICAN FOOD NIGHTS
ENTREES FROM $4.50

Thanks Given
for Accessibility
Dear Editor:
As a member of the Art Department, I would like to offer a note of
appreciation to all those people in
this community who have worked to
make Bexley Hall accessible to
people in wheelchairs. Last year a
ramp was constructed for both
Bexley Hall and Colburn Gallery

WED.
PRIME RIB
COMPLETE DINNER $6.95
IS
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Awesome Water Polo Dominates at Cleveland State
with
the squad's
or
what?" - the
"Polo
Kenyon water polo club played three
games last weekend at Cleveland
State, and one game of "what?"
opener,
In the Friday night
a
somewhat
defeated
Kenyon
befuddled Denison squad 16-showing no mercy in the later stages
of the contest. Senior
Alex Veylupek pumped in a career-hig- h
eight goals despite double-teamin- g
by Denison. In addition,
Jack Emens tossed in a few insurance
with
the most awesome
goals
backhand shot to grace Gambier,

fronted the aggressive Bowling Green
squad. In the end, after all the bad
blood had washed away, the Lords
came out on top, 12-Freshmen
Todd Perret, Peter Williams, and
Peter Belton played like the polo
gods they are, and sophomore Joe
Pegues provided excellent defensive
play. Senior Wing Biddle and perDr.
petually tardy
Molasses played virtually flawless
water polo.

keeping

In

motto

-

8.

7,

Co-Capta-

Co-Capta-

in

--

Following the Denison massacre,
water Lords faced an end
Dayton
thusiastic,
University team and met with similar
success, wasting the opposition
Outstanding performances were
provided by Dan Shefelman, Curt
Kinsky, goalie Andy Regrut, and
freshman wonder Chris McCracken,
who scored the second goal of his
short career as a polo stud.
After a good night's rest and an
awesome breakfast, Kenyon con- the

newly-forme-

1.

Football Drops

7--

Phi Kapps
Psi Upsilon

1

4-- 4
1-

-7

'B' League Standings as of 1013
6-- 1
6-- 1
5--

67-ya-

Greg Bazany. Todd Stoner then
proceeded to show the fans exactly
why he is the OAC's leading receiver
with
an acrobatic, unbelievable
diving catch of a Handel pass in the
end zone. Bob Doherty's PAT
brought Kenyon back to within
shouting distance at 14-A Flyer interception set up another
score early in the final frame.
field
Pignatiello booted a
goal, making it 17-- 7 and putting the
pressure on Kenyon's offense.
Handel and his troops were unable to
produce, and Dayton iced the game a
few minutes later. Vorpe pitched to

regulur season champs

Delta Phi One
Simplex Six
Alpha Delta Phi
Delta Phi Too
Gang Green
Mather Kickers

1

7.

4-- 3
4--

3

3--

4

Rockettes

1-

Phi Kapps
Gund Gunners

1-

Decision

K3

I.
"7 7

5

'

t

28-ya-

-6

-7

0-- 4

!..

ni.l:i

h

1

l

rd

rd

quarterbacks,

under

constant

pressure, could manage only three
completions in 10 attempts.

1

I

tear

Volleyball Team Falls to ONU
in Centennial Conference Opener
Kenyon's volleyball team played

Bazany, who broke free and sprinted
down the sideline untouched for a
spectacular
TD with less than
10 minutes left.
Dan Pantic moved Kenyon from
its own 43 to Dayton's 20 on the
Lords' final drive, but his fourth
down pass was picked off in the end
zone, ending his team's last threat.
McHugh was more than satisfied
with his team's performance, saying,
"The kids played as well as they have
ever played, and that was the
defense's best tackling all year. I'm
sure we had some breakdowns on
defense, but when you play Dayton,
you're not playing the Little Sisters
of the Poor."
The Lords, who have this Saturday
off, once again could not move
offensively. Thirty carries netted
only 47 yards rushing, while the

0.

7-- 1

tsxa

ti

KOI

points gone their way.
Watching this team, what stands
out is their obvious potential. It is a
young squad - a grand total of zero
seniors - and Coach Sandy Martin
must still find the winning combination.
Becky Houpt
and Jeanne Maine are good, consistent leaders, while freshman Duffy
Lord shows promise as a strong
back-couplayer.

well but lost its two recent matches.
The Ladies, now
dropped
2-1-

Final Standings

Delta Phi
Alpha Delta Phi

24-- 7

continued from page eight
Dayton up 14-The Lords finally
retaliated, and it was the tenacious
defense that got them on the
scoreboard. Balliett slammed into
Vorpe, who fumbled into the hands
of Ross Miller at Kenyon's 25. Miller
romped all the way to the Dayton six,
where he was caught from behind by

Intramural Update
'A' League

C3T

well-traine- d

in

was the
Next
tournament
championship game - the ultimate
challenge of life facing the Lords
against Division I powerhouse
Cleveland State. Could the relatively
young (average age 19.3) Kenyon
team compete with the tourney host
team, comprised mostly of third year
graduate students playing together
for the seventh year? Alas, the
youthful Lords could achieve victory

Ohio.

18-1-

not against the experienced (and
bearded) Vikings. But behind the
mighty work of Veylupek and Dave
Guenther, the Lords had quite a
showing. Goalie superstar Brad
Butler played his career best, denying
the awesome Cleveland Syate offense
on many an occasion. But this was all
Vikes
for naught, as the
rolled to yet another victory.
Marred by the absence of experienced team member Sam Taylor
and four freshmen rookies, most of
whom left for destinations where to
find certain female companions on
this, the weekend of love, the Lords
were short on the bench. This lack of
substitutes began to take its toll by
the fourth and toughest game of the
tourney. Overall, however, the Lords
played solid water polo. Be sure to
watch Kenyon battle Conference
rival Denison in the rematch of life
tonight at 7:30 in the Ernst Center.

2,

decisions to host Ohio
Northern and Sierra Heights last
Saturday.
The ONU contest was the squad's
Centennial
Athletic
Conference
debut. The Ladies are the first
Kenyon team ever to participate in
theCAC.
ONU's Polar Bears bounced
7
Kenyon 15-in the Ladies'
opening match. Kenyon's showing
against the Bears, a consistently
powerful team with an aggressive
attack, was better than the score
indicated. The seven points the
Ladies tallied marked the team's
highest
total ever against Ohio
Northern.
straight-gam-

e

Co-Captai-

rt

15--

2,

The defense is steady, but the
offense lacks the ability to put
continuing pressure on the opposition. When the team gets the
chance to play more together, it may
gell into a strong offensive force.

The Ladies host Muskingum and
Rio Grande on Saturday at :00, then
take on Oberlin and Cedarvlle at 6:30
next Tuesday. Kenyon may be ready
to turn things around, and these
games could set the tone for the rest
of the season.
1

Michigan's Sierra Heights' team
sent Kenyon tumbling to its second
15-loss,
Inconsistency
slowed the Ladies, who could have
won the match had a few crucial
15-1-

9,
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Kenyon

Field Hockey

1

,

Oberlin

Ladies Blank Oberlin For Eighth Win

0

By Karen Rockwell

University of Dayton 24, Kenyon 7
Wooster Invitational: Kenvon
finished 5th of 12 teams
.Quadrangular meet: Kenyon finished
Men's
teams 2nd of 4 teams
Wright State 3 Kenyon 0; Kenyon 2,
Men's Soccer
Wilmington 0; Wooster ? Kenyon 0
Ashland 3, Kenyon 0; UNU 2, Kenyon 0;
Volleyball
Sierra Heights 2, Kenyon 0
Water Polo .Kenyon 16, Denison 7; Kenyon 18, Dayton
Football
Women's
X-Coun-

X-Coun-

try

. .

.

.

Kenyon's only undefeated team
continues to roll. The field hockey
win over Oberlin's
squad's
the Ladies' seventh
Yeomen,
shutout, upped their unblemished
and the Denison Red
record to 0
are dead ahead.
The game against Oberlin was, in a
sense, a rebuilding game for the
Ladies, who lost high scorers Chris
Raushenbush and Kate Lindberg to
injuries last week. Both players
should be back on the field by the end
of the regular season. The forward
line had to be rearranged because of
Lindberg's
and
Raushenbush's
absences, with players learning new
combinations and partnerships while

try

1- -0

.

1

;

8--

Kenyon 12, Bowling Green 8; CSU 11, Kenyon 6

UPCOMING GAMES
Field Hockey:
Denison (4:30)
Women's
X-Count-

1016

--

1015

ry:

1019

Hiram (1:30);

at

-

All-Oh-

-

at

at OWU (rain

io

date: 1016)
Men's

X-Count-

ry:

Women's

1015 1016)
Soccer:
1017

All-Ohi-

-

at OWU (rain date:

o

score does not accurately
The
reflect the extent to which Kenyon
dominated the game. Oberlin's
offense was limited to a grand total
of ten shots on goal (six in the first
half) by Kenyon's overwhelming
defensive line.
The offense had a little trouble
adjusting to the changes in the
starting line and was unable to score

-

home vs. Oberlin (2:30); 1020

-

(7:00)
at Baldwin-Wallac- e
Volleyball: 1016 - home vs. Muskingum 3l Rio Grande
(1:00); 1019 - home vs. Oberlin and Cedarville (6:30)
Water Polo: 1014 - home vs. Denison (7:15)

Scoring Problems Continue for
A pair of fluke goals gave Wooster
a 0 win over Kenyon's inconsistent
soccer team yesterday. The Lords,
who
defeated Wilmington last
mark.
Saturday, now own a
Wooster's Fighting Scots notched
both their goals in the first half. The
first tally came when Fritz Ahlers'
pass to goalie Paul Tobin hit Pat
2--

4-5-

-1

Grant's foot and richocheted into the
nets. The second goal, five minutes

4-5-

Soccer Squad

-1

later, resulted from Tobin's collision
with a Wooster player. Tobin leaped
to save a corner kick and dropped the
ball when he tumbled into the Scot
on his way down. Wooster's offense
quickly turned the loose ball into its
second goal.
The win, the Scots' second in
twelve decisions, was due as much to
Kenyon's flat play as to Wooster's
luck. "I thought our intensity was

Vi
A- -

Ik)
3tt-

44, &

-

v.

i

lacking, to be honest," commented
Coach Jeff Vennell. "We ajso had
we didn't
opportunities
several
convert."
Kenyon's game with Wilmington
mirrored the Wooster contest, only
this time luck was with the Lords.
Both of Kenyon's goals in the 0 win
came in the first half, and both came
on unusual plays.
Peter Hennessey got his team on
the board when he alertly knocked in
the ball after Wilmington's goalie
misplayed Chris Morley's shot. Hugh
Garrott scored Kenyon's other goal
when Wilmington's goalie bobbled
Hennessey's corner kick.
2--

2--

V

while

L

Kenyon

is

Next

0-- 1.

Wed-

nesday the Lords travel to Baldwin-Wallacanother Northern Division
rival, for a 7:00 game against the 3
Yellow Jackets.

e,

3--

Galinat, Huggins Lead Strong Runners
junior

By Tom Matthews

Early last Saturday morning
y
Kenyon's
coach Nick
Houston saw the women's team off
as the Ladies headed to Wooster for
the Wooster Invitational. He then set
out to mark the men's course with
stakes and pylons, his first major
task of the day.
By 9:00 he was on the road to
Wooster to watch the women's team
compete at 10:30, where Kenyon
finished a strong fifth out of twelve
teams. As soon as the last Kenyon
woman crossed the finish line,
however, he was off again, driving
back to Kenyon to try to make the
race
men's 12:45 quadrangular
cross-countr-

against

Oberlin,

Capitol

and

Denison. He made it back with
plenty of time to spare, and was able
to start the race and be out on the
coirse to call mile splits off. The
Lords ran well for the second straight
week, finishing second of the four
teams.
Most Saturdays aren't that hectic
for Coach Houston, but with the two
teams splitting up, this day was an
exception. At the Wooster end of
things, senior Chris Galinat led the
team once again with a sixteenth
place finish in a time of 20:28 over
the three-mil- e
course. Sophomore
Renee Pannebaker was 27th in 21:19,
leading in a trio of herself,
Ann Batchelder in 28th and
Co-Capta-

in

Rose

BrintHnger

in

29th.

Both teams are now
meets left in the season
men
much

in 22:30.

Ohio

Co-Capta-

in

with two
before the
Championships. Tomorrow the
and women travel together,
to Coach Houston's relief, to
Wesleyan
for the
3--

Mary Sorenson,
back on her legs again after a long
bout with injuries, rounded out the
scoring five with her 37th place finish
Senior

OAC

Senior

defensive battle, as the Yeomen
struggled to gain possession of the
ball. Spearheaded by junior Susie
Miller, one of the most vocal players
on the field, the Ladies denied
Oberlin any real chance to score.
Kenyon travels to Columbus today
for an encounter with Ohio State's
Division I Buckeyes. The Ladies have
never defeated OSU, which plays on
astroturf, a foreign surface for the
Ladies. On Saturday, the squad wil
go to Hiram for a 1:30 game. The
against
season's big match-up- ,
Denison, takes place next Tuesday at
4:30 at Denison. It is a game not to
be missed.

Lords Don't Forfeit, Play
Tough in Loss to Dayton
The game began under the cloud of
The Rumor, which turned out to be
true, and ended in frustration for
Kenyon's football squad. Turnovers
spelled doom for the Lords last
with a
Saturday, as they fell to
74-- 7
loss to the Universitv of Davton.
1-

C

1

J

IX U 111
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Mike Pignatiello's extra point gave
the Flyers a 0 lead.
McHugh's halftime speech consisted of one question: "Do you want
me to forfeit now?" The answer was
obvious when the Lords charged
onto the field in the second half.
7--

,
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which was the talk

of the crowd of
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before,
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All-Oh-

were national
champions two
ago,

and

runners-u-
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Kenyon kicked off to open the
third period and Zack Space, Carlos
Cofield, and Jim Balliett promptly
forced Dayton straight backwards.
After a punt, the Lords had excellent
field
position at Dayton's 40.
Running backs Rich Balka and Pat
Hunkler pounded their way down to
the 25, but there Mike Handel's
handoff was fumbled and recovered
by the defense.
The Flyers marched quickly to
Kenyon's 30, and from there
Quarterback Jon Vorpe hooked up
with Nick Ricke for the score that put
continued on page seven
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Maybe that prof was pessimistic,
but Dayton coach Mike Kelly was
much more wary. "Coming into this
everyone said Dayton was the
favorite, but I didn't feel that way,"
he said. "I knew it would be a tough
game, and it was. With a few breaks
they could very well be undefeated
right now."
Instead of forfeiting the game,
Coach Tom McHugh had his Lords
so fired up that talk of an upset was
rampant. After a scoreless first
quarter, Dayton tailback Tom Haner
popped into the end zone from the
one to get his team on the board.

io

Huggins was first
for the Lords and

!

Jim

Parmele, led in the
Kenyon
second
trio of the day, as Chris Norlhrup, Jim Parmele, and Dave Breg finish together.
he and the sophomores, Dave Breg
meet, one of the biggest interand Chris Northrup, tied for 5th in a collegiate races in Ohio.
time of 28:25. Freshman Simon
Burrell, who seems to have finally
overcome a nagging leg injury, was
fifth for Kenyon (23rd overall) with a
time of 31:09. The team finished on
the track in front of an appreciative
home football crowd.
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Back at home
ran
men
the
strongly again but
were still defeated
by Oberlin's new-

found

The offensive line settled down
and scored on a goal by Carol Poston
12 minutes into the second half.
Despite the fact that each member of
the line got off at least one shot, the
Ladies were unable to score again,
but the one goal turned out to be
enough. The game became a

1,350

Wilmington, ranked third in the
Mideast (Division III), mounted only
one serious threat in the second half.
With 22 minutes left, Wilmington
had a chance to score on a penalty
kick, but Tobin rose to the occasion
and snuffed out Wilmington's fire.
The team will host Oberlin this
Saturday at 2:30. The Yeomen are 1
in the OAC's Northern Division,

V;
V- -

the cage.

1- -0

(2:00)

Men's Soccer: 1016

in the first half. In addition to their
changed forward line, the Ladies had
to adjust to the startling tactics of the
Yeoman
goalie. While most
goaltenders play conservatively, close
to the goal mouth, Oberlin's goalie
was frequently near the edge of the
fully 16 yards from
striking circle

on the field.

University

Cincinnati

at

1982

Denison Red Dead Ahead

SCORES AND MORE
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Thursday, October 14,

The Kenyon Collegian
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Men and Women Seeking

Graduate Education for Management
are invited to discuss the

TUCK MBA
Thursday, October 21
William C. Portman, Kenyon 77, Tuck
Admissions Representative
Chec k with Career Development Center
Gund Commons
427-224-
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